
Reception

Today we are learning about the brain.
Can you find out what the parts of your 
brain do?

You could 
have a go at 
making a 
model of the 
brain.
You could use 
playdoh.

Become number detectives. 
See what numbers you can 
find in your home and when 
you are out on a walk. What 
numbers do you find? What is 
the largest number? What is 
the smallest number? Make 
sure you are forming the 
numbers correctly!

Can you write a description of 
yourself? Think about what you 
look like but also the things you 
like to do. You could write about 
your favourite things to eat or 
play with. 



Phonics; Today we are revising 
the sound ‘ow’ as in cow.

Remember to read 
everyday. 

Remember there are lots of 
games you can access on 
Phonics play for free at the 
moment to support phonics 
learning. Username: march20
Password: home

https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/ Can you spot the ‘ow’ sound 
words in the story? Now try 
and write your own sentences 
with ow words in them. 

https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/


English – 



Mental Arithmetic



Maths investigations 



We are continuing with the topic of Our Body this week and today I would like you to explore your 
brain. Here are some suggested activities for you, but feel free to do your own

Can you 
make a 
model of 
the human 
brain? You 
could use 
playdoh.

Questions to consider
How much does the human brain 
weigh?
What size is the human brain?
What is the largest part of the 
brain? 
What would happen if humans 
didn’t have a brain? 
Which part of the brain helps 
you balance?

BRAIN TEASERS!
Can you tap your head and rub your tummy in circles at 
the same time?
Make a clockwise circle with you right foot while 
drawing a 6 with your right hand. 


